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Machine appearance
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Machine appearance
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Machine appearance
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Installation requirements

Before installation, please again confirm security considerations and installation 
conditions, and strictly follow the steps below to install equipments as shown:

1. Put the machine on the bottom cabinet and put pure water into it 
2. Cut off the cable tie of the power cable and connect the power cable to a grounded power 

socket. 
3. If extension cable is needed, professional electrician must carry out operation (grounding 

wire is essential) 
4. Power on the device, turn on the power switch (buzzer), and confirm that the device is 

working.
 



Door opening

 1. Using the corresponding key in the lock, key anticlockwise 
  2. Press the switch under the lock handle to unlock the lock handle; Counterclockwise rotation lock 

handle, pull open cupboard door note: hold the handle to turn right at the same time, pull open 
cupboard door;

1 2 3



Card inserting

1

1. The door open to turn off equipment, in addition to prepare a card must be calories as shown in figure 2 
(mobile unicom, telecom) 
2. Find the card slot, see figure 1 (3) to open the card slot flow card mount will be prepared

1 2 3



Coffee beans adding

push the bean box gate 
into the lock bean box 
outlet

Bean box Push forward 
in the direction of the 
arrow to take out the 
bean box



   1.pull box on the beans beans 
warehouse gate
   2. put the prepared funnel in the 
mouth, pour the coffee beans 
   3.Lock the beanbox gate, put 
the beanbox into the device and 
pull out the beanbox gate. When 
done, test a drink

Coffee beans adding



Aim your hand at the 
nozzle

Rotate the nozzle so that it 
faces 12 o 'clock

Melting powder adding



Melting powder adding

Lift the front of the material box so 
that the red circle is inserted and 
removed from the machine Takeout box charging

Put back in the box
The mouth position was 

restored

Suggestion: After adding the 
powder, the powder type 
under the label on the top of 
the powder box can be 
avoided to make up the wrong 
material



Eequipment daily maintenance instructions

open the gate Pull out the waste 
box

Find the trash box

Just dump the coffee 
grounds back into the 
waste container and 

close the wicket



Mixing mechanism cleaning

   1. First remove the discharge port to 
facilitate the following operations; 2. 
Gently pull up fingers inserted into 
the mixing bowl, release after open; After the bowl cover is removed, hold the 

bowl with your hand and gently lift it up and 
rotate it counterclockwise to remove it  

After the cover is removed, hold the mixing bowl with 
your hand and gently lift and rotate counterclockwise 
to remove it

Eequipment daily maintenance instructions



Remove the waste water box and the bottom baffle of 
the waste water box

1, pull out waste water box 
2, find the upper right corner of the fixed waste water box of the baffle lock hook 
t3, push the lock in the direction shown by the arrow, falls off waste water box 
under the baffle, take out the waste water box under the flap

Eequipment daily maintenance instructions



Ejector removed

1. Lift the slag box 
upward and pull it out to 
remove the slag box

2, see stiff, first turn on the 
position and special brew 
teflon tube joint is removed by 
this counterclockwise to 
loosen, then pull the silicone 
tube 
3. Loosen the screws at 
places 1 and 2 by turning 
counterclockwise as shown in 
the figure
4, according to the graphic 
level to pull out

4

3
2

1



Installing of the bubbler

8

9

10

12

1. During installation, No. 6 corresponds to No. 8 hole, No. 7 corresponds to No. 10 hole, and No. 11 corresponds to No. 12 hole

2. After alignment with the above hole position, push the bubbler horizontally to the end, and then rotate clockwise to tighten the No. 1 

and No. 2 shaft caps (the installation rotation direction is opposite to the direction when removing the bubbler).

3. Connecting positions 4 Teflon tube connectors and 3 silicone tubes

4. Install the slag stopper, the lower baffle of the waste water box and the waste water box, and test a cup of drink after completion

11

5

67



Equipment instructions

Turn on the machine to exhaust gas

    After the preparation work is done, insert the power plug into the three-wire grounding socket, 
turn on the power switch on the back of the machine, and enter the system startup interface on the 
screen. If the machine is powered on for the first time, it must be vented. After the machine is 
powered on, it will be necessary to exhaust. If the machine is powered on for the first time, click 
here to exhaust the boiler



Equipment instructions

After exhausting the gas, it will directly enter the eller state and enter the use state for 
about 5 seconds. After entering the use state, if the Internet is connected, the wireless 
network area network will be displayed if it is a wireless network, such as 3G4G network 
will be displayed on the traffic card



Equipment instructions

If you need to buy goods, first select the type of goods, and then select the 
payment method to purchase



Equipment instructions

entry mode choice 

In standby mode, a password box will 
pop up if you click the number in the 
upper left corner of the screen several 
times. Enter the password (352356) 
and click OK to enter the "Function 
Operation menu".

352356



Equipment instructions

The device ID number of the upper 
computer is the unique identification 
number of the host, which is the unique 
address of the background of the machine. 
This is used for changing the device 
number. The password is 352356

equipment number



Equipment instructions

Machine configuration

When you meet the machine prohibition of use，the password is 352356



Euipment instructions

Payment method, this is used 
to set the collection, the 
password is 352356, change 
you need to contact the 
administrator

mode of payment



Equipment instructions

Coffee name, recipe, price setting

On the beverage setting screen, you can set the name, price, formula, and number of drinks. 
Number of drinks: drink 1 to start in order to enable, customers are free to set himself. Name 
and price of the drinks: name and price can be directly changes, pay attention to the cash 
price multiples of at least 0.5 yuan and 0.5, pay treasure and WeChat at least 0.01 yuan.



management of the coffee pictures Coffee picture 

import the picture first according 
to the requirements of the 
picture and into the U disk 
import

Equipment instructions



Equipment instructions

fault management

When the machine is in trouble, the fault problem code will appear here. Generally, the 
problem will disappear after the machine restarts. If you want to know the specific problem, 
click restart the device, which is for the specific problem



Equipment instructions

sales statistics

Enter the sales data statistics interface, where you can view the total sales volume 
and total sales amount, as well as real-time transactions, and the sales data can be 
cleared. If you need daily or monthly sales information, you can view and export it in 
the background。



Equipment instructions

import and export

The sales interface background picture, screen saver picture, grinding waiting video, 
coffee name picture can be replaced, import and export into the USB disk, according to 
the import and export instructions



Equipment instructions

Other Settings

This function is optional. It mainly plays advertisements. Contact the administrator 
if you need to use it



Equipment instructions

Coffee test

Enter the coffee test interface, you can view and test the status of the machine. Usually used 
are exhaust, cleaning and grinding bean device, cleaning and stirring system, beverage 
testing, boiler temperature, ask the current state, synchronization parameter reset, other 
functions as far as possible do not use.



Equipment instructions

MDB testing

prohibition of use



Equipment instructions

The company has been optimizing the software of this product and will release new versions from 
time to time. Customers can check the update information of the version here. It is better to 
update the new version if it occurs.

Edition



Recipe sheet
LF307B Parameter ratio Reference

Coffee bea        ingredient 1  foam milk         ingredient 2  cocoa     ingredient 3 sugar                 

一 　 Water volume ml Powder time s Powdered g

cappuccino

Order 1 Grind beans 20 　 　

Order 2 material Track 1 (Milk Powder) 100 4S 　

Order 3 Grind beans 20 　 　

sugar 　 　 　

　 　 　

　

二 　 Water volume ml Powder time s Powdered g

Latte coffee

Order 1 Grind beans 20 　 　

Order 2 Grind beans 20 　 　

      Order 3 Material Track 1 (Milk Powder) 100 4s 　

sugar 　 　 　

　 　 　 　

　

三 　 Water volume ml Powder time s Powdered g

Chocolate latte

Order 1 Grind beans 20 　 　

Order 2 Track 1（Milk Powder) 50 3.5s 　

Order 3 Grind beans 20 　 　

Order 4 track 2（coco Powder） 60 2.55s 　

suagr 　 　 　
　



Recipe sheet
四 　 Water volume ml Powder time s Powdered g

Cafe Americano
Order 1 Grind beans 90 　 　

Order 2 Grind beans 90 　 　

　 　 　

　

五 　 Water volume ml Powder time s Powdered g

milk
Order 1 Material Track 

1 (Milk Powder) 165 5s 　

　 　 　 　

　

六 　 Water volume ml Powder time s Powdered g

Hot cocoa
Order 1 Material Track 

2 (cocoa Powder) 165 4s 　

　 　 　 　

　

七 　 Water volume ml Powder time s Powdered g

Chocolate Milk

Order 1 Material Track 
2 (cocoa Powder) 90 2.5s 　

Order 1 Material Track 
2 (Milk Powder) 90 1.5s 　

　 　 　



八 　 Water volume ml Powder time s Powdered g

Mocha Coffee

Order 1 Grind beans 20 　 　

Order 2 Material Track2(cocoa Powder)） 60 2.5s 　

Order 3 Grind beans 20 　 　

Order 4 Material Track 1（Milk Powder) 60 2s 　

　 　 　 　
　

九 　 Water volume ml Powder time s Powdered g

Italian coffee

Order 1 Grind beans 45 　 　
　 　 　 　
　 　 　

　 　 　 　
　

十 　 Water volume ml Powder time s Powdered g

double Italian coffee

Order 1 Grind beans 45 　 　

Order 2 Grind beans 45 　 　
　 　 　

　 　 　 　
　

十一 　 Water volume ml Powder time s Powdered g

Latte Macchiato

Order 1 Grind beans 45 　 　

Order 2 Material Track 1（Milk Powder） 100 4s 　

　 　 　
　 　 　 　

　
十二 　 Water volume ml Powder time s Powdered g

Mocha Cocoa

Order 1 Grind beans 20 　 　

Order 2 Material Track 2（cocoa Powder)） 90 1.5s 　

Order 3 Grind beans 20 　 　

Order 4 Material Track 1（Milk Powder） 30 1s 　

　
十三 　 Water volume ml Powder time s Powdered g

           Chocolate Coffee 

Order 1 Grind beans 20 　 　

Order 2 Material Track 2（cocoa Powder） 60 2.5s 　

Order 3 Grind beans 20 　 　

Order 4 Material Track 1（Milk Powder） 50 3.5s 　

sugar 　 　 　

Recipe sheet



login page
Platform website： https://new.yilevme.com 

Note: For customers who purchase our vending machine or coffee machine for the first time, our 
business will create an account for you, and then you can log in to the platform to create an administrator 
user of the existing machine. And the first login background is recommended to change the password, in the 
personal center to change the password 

Background instructions

http://ylvm.levending.net/ylvm/


Background home page

Background instructions



personal center change passcode

Background instructions



personal center log information

Background instructions



collection unit

The collection unit is the collection parameter information of the machine. If payment is 
made by Alipay, wechat or ID card, the collection unit needs to be configured. The 
machine of our company receives payment directly into the carrier's account rather than 
through the company's account, so we need to configure a collection unit

Background instructions



new collection unitcollection unit

Background instructions



collection unit Editing receiving unit

Background instructions



collection unit Configure an Alipay account

After filling in all parameters, click the verification 
parameter to pop up the two-dimensional code, and 
use Alipay to pay, indicating that the parameters are 
correctly filled. At this time, click "Submit immediately" 
(OK) to save the parameter (if the public key and 
private key generated by Alipay tool can be directly 
imported).

Background instructions



collection unit Configure a wechat account

Wechat and Alipay are the same. After obtaining 
the parameters of wechat, fill them in according to 
the prompts, click verify the parameters, and pop 
up the two-dimensional code. If the payment can be 
successfully made by scanning the code of wechat, 
the parameters are correct, and click Submit 
immediately (OK) to save the parameters.

Background instructions



collection unit Configuration ID card

Obtain the parameters in the background of the ID card, fill them in according to the 
prompts and click the "OK" button to save.

Background instructions



User management Carrier list

Background instructions



User management Add carriers

Background instructions



User management Edit operator

Background instructions



User management User list

Background instructions



User Management Increase users

Background instructions



User Management Edit User

Background instructions



User Management Configure user permissions

Background instructions



My machine

Background instructions
Machine Management



Configure machine collection account

转让机器

Background instructions
Machine Management



Machine Status

Background instructions

Machine Management



Vending machine inventory information

Background instructions

Machine Management



Machine Management Coffee Machine Recipe Information

Background instructions



Machine Distribution DetailsMachine Management

Background instructions



Vending machine generates replenishment orders (transferred to machine inventory details)
Generate a replenishment order based on the vending machine's inventory
Disconnection records

Machine Management

Background instructions



Machine Management Machine inventory details

Background instructions



Machine Management Machine operation records

Background instructions



Device electronic lock management (to be updated)

View the electronic lock information and unlock records of all devices

Equipment electronic lock

Displays electronic lock information of all 
devices

Background instructions



Sales record A track record of sales success

Background instructions



Sales record A record of sales failures

Background instructions



Sales record Alipay transaction order

Background instructions



Sales record Transaction order on wechat

Background instructions



transaction order on shouqianbaSales record

Background instructions



Sales statistics Hourly sales statistics

The screen displays the 24-hour sales statistics of all machines on the current day. 
You can select the date, machine number, and nickname to query by conditions.

Background instructions



Sales statistics Daily sales statistics

The screen displays the 24-hour sales statistics of all machines on the current day. 
You can select the date, machine number, and nickname to query by conditions.

Background instructions



Sales statistics Monthly sales statistics

The sales volume and sales statistics of all machines in the month of the current year are displayed 
on the interface. You can enter conditions on the interface to query according to the conditions.

Background instructions



Sales statistics Machine sales statistics

The screen displays the sales volume, cost, profit and total sales volume of all machines on 
that day. You can enter the terms on the screen to search according to the conditions

Background instructions



Sales statistics
Top 10 list of commodities (function merged into commodity statistics)
Entering the interface is the information of the top ten products with the highest sales 

volume of all machines today. You can enter the conditions on the interface to search 
according to the conditions

Top 10 list of equipment (function combined into machine sales statistics)
Entering the interface is the information of the top ten machines with the highest sales 

volume of all machines today. You can enter the conditions on the interface to search 
according to the conditions

Commodity statistics
The screen displays the sales volume, cost, profit, and total sales volume of all products 

on the same day. You can enter conditions on the screen to search by conditions

Background instructions



Commodity management

Background instructions



Commodity management

Background instructions



 Push management

Background instructions



Coffee machine recipe management recipe management

Background instructions



Coffee machine recipe management recipe management

Background instructions



Coffee machine recipe management Powder setting

Background instructions



Coffee machine recipe management Optional material track setting

Background instructions



Coffee machine recipe management Optional material track setting

Background instructions



Bugs and suggestions (to be updated)）
If users find bugs on the platform or have other suggestions, they can submit 
them on the functional interface
Renewal management
Display machine expiration time, renewal record and other 
information, as well as renewal function

Machine renewal

Background instructions



Renewal management Machine renewal

Background instructions



Renewal management Renewal record

Background instructions



Problem analysis sheet for coffee machine
Problem analysis sheet for coffee machine

sequence Mass anomaly Cause analysis Treatment scheme remarks

1 No drink

一、Maybe the coffee mix isn't right 1、Adjust your drink mix 　

二、The outlet or powder line may be blocked

1、Water or powder pipes should be 
cleaned timely or regularly to ensure the 
normal discharge of beverages.

　

2、Replace the pressure relief valve 
where the beans are grinding 　

2 Grinding time out

一、The grinding motor may jam beans or other foreign 
bodies

1、Check whether there are beans or 
other foreign bodies stuck at the grinding 
motor and deal with them in time.

　

二、The bean bin card may be closed by mistake, or the bean 
box gate may not be opened when the bean is added

1、Check whether the bean bin card 
board is opened. 　

三、The grinding motor cable may fall off
1、 Check all the connections of the 
grinding bean motor to see if there are 
any falling off or broken.

　

四、No power supply for the grinding board

1、Check whether there is 220V 
voltage output when grinding 
beans on the grinding bean 
driving board. No need to replace 
the grinding bean driving board

　

2、Replace the grinding motor 　

3 Falling powder fault

一、Restart the machine to check whether the falling powder 
electromagnet works

1、Check whether the wire is loose. 2. 
Replace the falling powder electromagnet 　

二、Check whether there is coffee powder in the falling 
powder assembly

1、Clean the coffee powder inside the 
powder module 　

三、Check falling powder microswitch in falling powder 
assembly

1、Replace the micro switch 　



Problem analysis sheet for coffee machine

4 Brewing timeout

一、the bubbler may be stuck powder, parts 
dislocation

1、check whether the bubbler card powder, if 
the powder directly clean, if dislocation need to 
disassemble the bubbler and reassemble.

　

二、there may be a problem with the brewing motor

1、Check the brewing motor. There are two 
microswitches on the brewing motor. Some 
microswitches may move up, so you need to fold 
them down with tools.

　

三、maybe the brewing motor is broken 1、Replace the brewing motor 　

四、No power supply for the grinding board

1、Test whether there is 220V voltage 
output when grinding beans on the 
grinding bean driving board, without 
replacing the grinding bean driving 
board

　

五、the powder is too much to fall off 1、adjust the powder electromagnet storage 　

六、The coffee beans are ground so finely that the 
fine grounds cannot be removed

1、Adjust the thickness of ground beans 　

5 Shift timeout

一、test the nozzle to see whether the moving mouth 
moves or not

1、the nozzle does not move to replace the 
nozzle motor

Test whether 12V direct 
current is available

二、test the nozzle to see whether the moving mouth 
is moving in the right place

2、cleaning nozzle
Check the thread for 

looseness
三、Detect whether the nozzle micro switch is 
responsive

3、replace the nozzle micro switch 　

6 Temperature sensor 
fault

一、Check whether the cable of the sensor is loose
1、Reinsert the cable end of the temperature 
sensor 　

二、Boiler temperature test

1、the boiler temperature is too high, turn off 
the machine boiler heating wire unplug a root, 
turn on the exhaust until the boiler temperature 
to room temperature, turn off the machine and 
plug in the heating wire,，turn on       2check 
whether the end line of the driving plate is loose

　

3、Replace the temperature sensor 　



7 The machine has no 
network

一、The data card may be overdue 1、 Let the customer recharge the data card for 
the data card.

　

二、the flow card may be damaged 1、replace the flow card. 　

三、industrial computer may not read the network 1、 the signal is too weak 　

四、The antenna may not be plugged in properly
1、Check whether the network cable and 
antenna are loose

　

五、ndustrial computer card slot may have problems 1、replace the industrial computer 　

8 Alipay and wechat 
payments are not allowed

一、network, signal problems 1、Check whether the network is normal and 
the signal is smooth

　

二、there may be no background binding
1、the background binding, bind the 
machine ID to the background 
management.。

　

三、there may be no binding of payee and public 
account information

1、Bind the information of the payee and 
provide various information of the payee 
according to the sales process.

　

9 The machine is out of 
power

一、he machine may be out of power at the power 
source

1、Check whether the machine has power at the 
power connection.

　

二、The two ends of the power cable may be loose
1、Check whether the inner cable head of the 
power box is loose. 2. Check whether the filter 
wire head is loose

　

三、the switching power box may be damaged
1、Measure whether the power box has 
voltage output, without replacing the 
corresponding power box

　

10
The sheet metal of the 

machine has static 
electricity

一、whether the machine is grounded

1、Check whether there is three-phase 
electricity in the machine socket. If there is no 
need to connect the ground wire behind the 
machine.

　

二、the machine may leak electricity
1、 check whether the machine inside the wire 
head loose resulting in machine leakage.

　

Problem analysis sheet for coffee machine



11 Flowmeter failure 一、detect the flow meter inlet is blocked by stains

1、Dredge the flow meter. Or replace
First check whether the 
flowmeter wire head is 

loose
2、Test whether the solenoid valve 
is normal

　

3、Test whether the booster pump is 
normal 　

4、Replace the driving plate 　

12 Unheated boiler

一、the temperature switch may trip.
1、check whether the temperature 
switch trip, jump directly on the 
temperature switch button down

　

二、the temperature sensor may be bad
 

1、Replacement
Check that the heating 

line is properly inserted

三、grinding bean drive plate does not power supply

1、Test whether there is 220V 
voltage output when grinding 
beans on the grinding bean 
driving board, without 
replacing the grinding bean 
driving board

　

13 No sugar. No powder

一、Check whether sugar or powder is caked
1、Clean the material box and 
replace it with new powder

　

二、check whether the sugar box powder box is installed 2、Reinstall the sugar cartridge 　

三、check whether the motor power supply is 24V power 
supply

3、Check whether 24V voltage is 
output at the 24V low voltage driving 
plate of the switching power box. If not, 
replace it

Pay attention to check 
whether the material box 

motor reverses

14 The tank cannot contain 
the water level

一、the micro switch does not respond
1、check whether the micro switch is 
bad, bad need to be replaced 　

二、the water level floating ball may float problems
1、The water level float needs to be 
cleaned or replaced 　

Problem analysis sheet for coffee machine



16 Tank pumping overtime

一、Check the bucket for water 1、Replace the purified water 　

二、Check whether the pumping pump is pumped 2、Replace the pump
First test whether the 

pump is energized (24V)

17 Full waste drum

一、check the waste water bucket waste water 1、Clean the waste water bucket 　

二、check the waste water float has not fallen or not 2、Clean up the float 　

三、check float micro switch 3、Replace the micro switch 　

18 no water when making 
drinks

一、check whether there is no working sign of the 
booster pump

1、check whether there is a problem with 
the booster pump, there is a need to 
replace

　

二、check whether the instant mixing system is blocked 
by foreign matter

1、The stirring system needs to be 
cleaned timely or irregularly 　

三、Check whether the solenoid valve has no working 
signs

1、the solenoid valve does not work, it 
needs to be replaced 　

四、check the flow meter is damaged or blocked 1、Clean the flowmeter or replace it 　

1、This table shows the maintenance process                                                                                                             
2、Content is constantly updated

15 The touch screen jumps 
randomly

一、The machine may not be connected to a ground 
wire 1connect the machine to a ground wire 　

二、the screen may not be connected to the ground 
wire

1，connect theindustrial compiuter to 
a ground wire

　

Problem analysis sheet for coffee machine



THANKS!
90


